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LUXURY  HANDMADE RUGS

Welcome to our spring new collection launches - a lookbook

containing our latest designs and collaborations.

Our rugs are crafted by hand for an enduring beauty that seems  

to grow even more exquisite with time. Quite simply, there  

is a nuance in technique and quality that simply cannot be replicated 

or equalled using machine made methods. Instead, every piece 

is created by passionate artisans who take pride in their craft  

from start to finish.

Here you will find our latest collaboration with award-winning design 

studio Salvesen Graham: Greek Cane; our Icon Collection created  

with Sanderson Design Group and our Stair Runners,  

a collection of patterned and coloured runners that imbue personality 

to steps, made of our /re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE fibres 

for added durability.

Millions of individually tied knots make up a rug and is crafted 

with patience and grace. These rugs are built to last 

for generations.



THE ICON COLLECTION

We have collaborated with British heritage fabric studio Sanderson 

Design to design a capsule collection of exquisite hand-knotted  

rugs that embrace craft and sustainability while reflecting the beauty 

of Sanderson’s most treasured designs. 

A collection of five of Sanderson’s most iconic designs have been 

interpreted, with depth of colour and texture elevated through  

the sumptuous pile. The collection includes an enticing array  

of hand-knotted rugs across a classic combination of damasks,  

botanical prints, and small-scale patterns.

The collection includes: Gunnersbury, Niyali, Fan Palm,  

Emperor Peony and Cheslyn.

GUNNERSBURY



FAN PALM EMPEROR PEONY



CHESLYN NIYALI



GREEK CANE

Building on the success of their previous design collaborations,  

Jennifer Manners and Salvesen Graham have teamed up again on a design  

that brings a new twist to classical patterns – Greek Cane.

The Greek Cane rug reinterprets a formal key pattern with a playful, meandering 

bamboo cane motif border around a solid central ground. The rug is crafted  

in a flat woven construction using Jennifer Manners’ sustainable  

/re/PURPOSE/PERFORMANCE fibres and is available in five colourways:  

Moss, Biscuit, Midnight, Mustard and Raspberry.

In ancient Greek culture, the key pattern was used as a symbol of unity 

and friendship – a fitting theme for the third collaboration from  

Salvesen Graham X Jennifer Manners. 



RASPBERRY MUSTARD



BISCUIT

STAIR RUNNERS

This collection has been crafted using our /re/PURPOSE PERFORMANCE 

fibres and is distinctive for its hard-wearing, easy-clean qualities while 

mimicking the look and feel of natural wools. Perfect for high-traffic zones 

with a rug rub test of over 60,000, the new collection is suitable for both 

residential and commercial settings.



ANTIBES OVERSHOT
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